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acid on natural attenuation of isopropanol in fresh water. In this study, we investigated the effect of
humic acid (HA) on the natural attenuation of isopropanol (IPA) in freshwater. The results showed
that HA significantly accelerated the IPA degradation in the first 5 days, while after that, it
significantly inhibited the degradation, resulting in a lower half-life of IPA (34 h) than in the control
without HA (63 h). A similar phenomenon was observed for acetone and propylene glycol,
demonstrating that the effect of humic acid on some organic compounds also occurs at longer-term
disinfection. The maximum effect was observed at a HA dose of 1.5 mg C/L. In contrast, the analysis
of species of bacteria and fungi showed that the most dominant species in the treatment without HA
was Brevibacterium sp., while that in the presence of 0.7 mg C/L of HA was Shewanella
putrefaciens, suggesting that the microorganisms with different type of tolerance to humic acid may
exist. To conclude, HA can significantly enhance the mass transfer and accelerate the natural
attenuation of some organic compounds in water, but the dose may also greatly influence the
effect.Q: Access different methods in classes inside a class with constructor What I've tried already
is that when I create a instance of a class inside another class, it makes the constructor for the class
try to create another. For example: class inner{ int x=1; class outer{ inner
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